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The influence of the degree of envelope modulation and periodicity on the loudness and
effectiveness of sounds as forward maskers was investigated. In the first experiment, listeners
matched the loudness of complex tones and noise. The tones had a fundamental frequency~F0! of
62.5 or 250 Hz and were filtered into a frequency range from the 10th harmonic to 5000 Hz. The
Gaussian noise was filtered in the same way. The components of the complex tones were added
either in cosine phase~CPH!, giving a large crest factor, or in random phase~RPH!, giving a smaller
crest factor. For each F0, subjects matched the loudness between all possible stimulus pairs. Six
different levels of the fixed stimulus were used, ranging from about 30 dB SPL to about 80 dB SPL
in 10-dB steps. Results showed that, at a given overall level, the CPH and the RPH tones were
louder than the noise, and that the CPH tone was louder than the RPH tone. The difference in
loudness was larger at medium than at low levels and was only slightly reduced by the addition of
a noise intended to mask combination tones. The differences in loudness were slightly smaller for
the higher than for the lower F0. In the second experiment, the stimuli with the lower F0s were used
as forward maskers of a 20-ms sinusoid, presented at various frequencies within the spectral range
of the maskers. Results showed that the CPH tone was the least effective forward masker, even
though it was the loudest. The differences in effectiveness as forward maskers depended on masker
level and signal frequency; in order to produce equal masking, the level of the CPH tone had to be
up to 35 dB above that of the RPH tone and the noise. The implications of these results for models
of loudness are discussed and a model is presented based on neural activity patterns in the auditory
nerve; this predicts the general pattern of loudness matches. It is suggested that the effects observed
in the experiments may have been influenced by two factors: cochlear compression and suppression.
© 2003 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1593065#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most models of loudness are based on the power s
trum of the sound of interest~Fletcher and Munson, 1933
Zwicker, 1958; Zwicker and Scharf, 1965; Stevens, 19
Moore et al., 1997!. For example, the loudness models p
sented by Zwicker and Scharf~1965! and by Mooreet al.
~1997! first derive an excitation pattern from the power spe
trum of the sound. Then, using a modified power law tra
formation, a specific loudness pattern is calculated from

a!Portions of these results were presented at the symposium on ‘‘Psyc
coustics, physiology and models of the central auditory system’’@Gockel
et al., Acta Acust. Acust.88, 369–377~2002b!#.

b!Current address: MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, 15 Cha
Road, Cambridge CB2 2EF, England. Electronic ma
hedwig.gockel@mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk
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excitation pattern. The overall loudness of the sound is
sumed to be proportional to the area under the specific lo
ness pattern. For steady sounds, these models give good
dictions. However, there is evidence that for fluctuati
sounds they may be inadequate. While the data are not
tirely consistent across studies, recent studies suggest
for narrowband sounds, amplitude modulation at medi
rates~from 10 Hz up to about 100 Hz! results in a slight
decrease of loudness relative to that of an unmodula
sound~Bauch, 1956; Fastl, 1975; Hellman, 1985; Zhang a
Zeng, 1997; Mooreet al., 1998, 1999; Grimmet al., 2002!.
The difference in loudness corresponds approximately t
change in level of about 1 dB. For broadband sounds
effect goes in the opposite direction; introducing amplitu
modulation at medium rates increases the loudness of
sound slightly~Zhang and Zeng, 1997; Mooreet al., 1999;
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Grimm et al., 2002!. The model proposed by Glasberg a
Moore ~2002!, which is based on the calculation of excit
tion patterns from the short-term spectrum of the stimul
can predict the effect for narrowband sounds, but not
broadband sounds.

Another psychophysical measure assumed to reflect
excitation evoked in the auditory system is forward maski
The threshold of a sinusoidal signal in forward masking
assumed to be monotonically related to the excitation evo
by the masker at the signal frequency~Houtgast, 1974;
Moore and Glasberg, 1983; Moore, 1997; Plack and Ox
ham, 1998!. As Carlyon and Datta~1997! pointed out, the
excitation produced by a stimulus with a temporally fluc
ating envelope is likely to be affected by fast-acting co
pression in the cochlea~Robleset al., 1986; Ruggero, 1992
Ruggeroet al., 1997; Recioet al., 1998!. Carlyon and Datta
~1997! compared the amount of forward masking produc
by two harmonic tone complexes, one with compone
added in Schroeder-positive phase~S1!, which is thought to
evoke a ‘‘peaky’’ waveform on the basilar membrane~BM!,
and the other with components added in Schroeder-nega
phase~S2!, which produces a less peaky waveform. The S1
complex produced less forward masking than the S2 com-
plex of a sinusoidal signal with frequency corresponding
one of the central harmonics. This was explained by fa
acting compression which would result in lower average
citation for the peaky waveform evoked by the S1 complex
than for the less peaky waveform evoked by the S2 com-
plex.

Carlyon and Datta~1997! also compared the loudness
the S1 and S2 complexes, or rather of a mid-range subset
their components; the subset was turned on after the o
components. The results showed that the subset was lo
for the S2 than for the S1 complex. Thus, both measure
loudness and ‘‘effectiveness as a forward masker,’’ were c
sistent with the idea that the S2 complex evokes more exci
tation than the S1 complex.

In this paper, we present two experiments designed
further our understanding of the relationship between
loudness ofbroadbandsounds and their effectiveness as fo
ward maskers. Using broadband stimuli with the same po
spectrum, but different crests factors~ratio of peak amplitude
to root-mean-square, rms, amplitude!, we addressed the fol
lowing questions:~1! Which is louder?~2! Which produces
more forward masking?

In contrast to the study of Carlyon and Datta~1997!, it
was the loudness of the whole sound that was compa
instead of a subset of the components. We would not, h
ever, expect this to change the direction of the effects
compression on loudness and forward masking. We have
viously presented results~Gockel et al., 2002b! indicating
that, for bandpass filtered complex tones with a low F0~62.5
Hz!, adding the components in cosine phase~large crest fac-
tor! led to greater loudness values than adding the com
nents in random phase~small crest factor!; this appears in-
consistent with the idea that a large crest factor leads
lower excitation and that this in turn leads to lower loudne
It also appears inconsistent with the results of Carlyon
Datta ~1997!. We also found~Gockelet al., 2002b! that the
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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random phase complex tone had slightly greater loudn
than a random noise that was bandpass filtered to produ
similar excitation pattern. However, the difference was n
statistically significant.

Here, we present results for more subjects to incre
the statistical power. We also present results for both a
F0 ~62.5 Hz! and a higher F0~250 Hz!. In a previous experi-
ment~Gockelet al., 2002a! we showed that, for the 62.5-H
F0, a cosine-phase complex tone was a much less effec
simultaneous masker of a noise~filtered into the same fre-
quency region! than the noise was as a masker of the co
plex tone. This effect was much reduced when the F0 w
250 Hz. We argued that the greater effect for the lower
was partly caused by the greater peak factor of the wa
forms evoked on the BM by the cosine-phase tone at
lower F0 ~as, for a given center frequency, the number
components within the passband of the auditory filter is fo
times greater for the low F0 than for the high F0!. Based on
the arguments presented above, one might expect the
factor to influence loudness. That expectation was asse
here.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Method

1. Rationale and stimuli

The first experiment investigated the influence of t
degree of envelope modulation and periodicity on loudne
Listeners matched the loudness of complex tones and no
The stimuli were the same as those used as simultan
maskers by Gockelet al. ~2002a!. The complex tones had
fundamental frequency~F0! of 62.5 or 250 Hz and were
bandpass filtered between the 10th harmonic and 5000
~3-dB down points, 100 dB/oct slope!. The Gaussian noise
was filtered in the same way as the complex tone with wh
it was to be compared in loudness. The components of
complex tones were added either in cosine phase~CPH!,
giving a large crest factor, or in random phase~RPH!, giving
a small crest factor. For each F0, subjects were prese
with every possible stimulus pair, resulting in three stimu
combinations: CPH vs. RPH, CPH vs. noise, and RPH
noise. The long-term excitation patterns of the stimuli, c
culated according to the procedure of Glasberg and Mo
~1990!, were essentially identical within each F0 conditio
~see Fig. 1 of Gockelet al., 2002a!. Thus, for a given F0,
loudness models based on the long-term excitation pat
would not predict any differences in loudness between th
stimuli. In contrast, models specifically taking into accou
the effects of fast-acting compression would be expected
predict that the CPH tone will be less loud than the RPH to
or the noise. This is discussed in more detail below.

In the loudness-matching procedure, one stimulus w
fixed in level and the other was varied in level. The over
rms level of the fixed stimulus varied from 30 to 80 dB SP
in 10-dB steps for the 62.5-Hz F0, and from 27.6 dB SPL
77.6 dB SPL in 10-dB steps for the 250-Hz F0. The 2.4-
level adjustment between the two F0s was included in or
to keep the level per ERB constant~Glasberg and Moore
979Gockel et al.: Loudness and forward masking
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1990!; with this adjustment, the level per component with
the passband was 6 dB lower for F0562.5 Hz than for F0
5250 Hz.

There is evidence that the strength of combination to
can depend on the phase of the primary components~Buunen
et al., 1974; Pressnitzer and Patterson, 2001!. This could
lead to differences in loudness between our stimuli. To
this possibility, in half of the conditions a noise was used
mask combination tones. Figure 1 shows the spectral sh
of this noise for the 62.5-Hz F0~top! and the 250-Hz F0
~bottom!. The strongest combination tones were assume
be quadratic distortion tones occurring at F0 and low h
monics of F0, and cubic distortion tones which are m
intense for frequencies just below the lower edge of the p
band of the stimulus~Goldstein, 1967; Greenwood, 197
Zwicker and Fastl, 1999!. The shape and level of the mas
ing noise relative to the level of the components in the tar
tones were based partly on the measurements of Pressn
and Patterson~2001! of the level of a sinusoidal tone re
quired to cancel combination tones produced by harmo
CPH tones. The filled, upward-pointing triangles in Fig.
show the estimated cancellation tone level relative to
level per component in our CPH tones as a function of f
quency. These relative levels are applicable for moderate
els of the primary components. The continuous curve in F
1 shows the derived spectrum level of the masking no
which would just mask the cancellation tones and, thus,

FIG. 1. Derivation of the spectral shape of the masking noise used in
periment 1 for the 62.5-Hz F0~top! and the 250-Hz F0~bottom!. The filled
upward-pointing triangles show the assumed levels of the tones need
cancel quadratic and cubic distortion products, based on the data of P
nitzer and Patterson~2001!. The solid line shows the derived spectral de
sity of the masking noise which was used to mask the combination ton
980 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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distortion tones. The latter derivation included the findi
that, at very low frequencies, a higher signal-to-noise ratio
the output of the auditory filter is required for threshol
When present, the masking noise was continuous and
constant level during one run; the fixed level of the mask
noise was equal to that calculated to just mask the distor
products. Across runs, the noise level was kept constant r
tive to the level of the fixed stimulus. The noise should ha
substantially reduced the contribution of combination ton
to loudness.

The duration of each signal was 700 ms, includi
40-ms raised-cosine onset and offset ramps. The stimuli w
generated digitally in advance using a sampling rate of
kHz. The tones were generated by adding sinusoids w
frequencies ranging from F0 up to 10 kHz, while the no
was generated in the time domain by sampling from a Gau
ian distribution. Bandpass filtering was then performed w
a 900-tap, digital finite-impulse-response~FIR! filter with a
linear phase response. For each F0, ten different realizat
were produced for the RPH tone and for the Gaussian no
one of the ten was chosen at random for each presenta
The fixed-level and variable-level signals were play
through one channel of a 16-bit digital-to-analog conver
~Tucker-Davis Technologies, TDT, DD1!, lowpass filtered at
10 kHz ~TDT FT6-2!, and attenuated separately using a p
grammable attenuator~TDT PA4!. The background noise
was recorded onto CDR and played back with the test stim
in the appropriate conditions. Stimuli were fed to a hea
phone buffer ~TDT HB6! and presented monaurally vi
headphones with a diffuse-field response~AKG K 240 DF!.
Subjects were seated individually in an IAC double-walle
sound-attenuating booth.

2. Procedure

The two sounds~X and Y! which had to be matched in
loudness were presented monaurally in regular alterna
and were separated by a 200-ms silent interval. Synch
nously with the two sounds, two yellow LEDs on a respon
box came on in regular alternation. Subjects indicated wh
sound was louder by pressing the button underneath the L
which accompanied that sound. Within a given run, eith
sound X or sound Y was fixed in level; the level of the oth
sound was varied to match the loudness. The starting leve
the variable sound was chosen randomly from a range
tending from 20 dB below to 20 dB above the level of t
fixed sound, except for the lowest and the highest levels
the fixed sound. For these, the range extended from 10
below to 10 dB above the fixed level, to avoid inaudible
uncomfortably loud sounds. When the variable level sou
was judged to be louder, it was decreased in level. When
fixed level sound was judged to be louder, the variable le
sound was increased in level. The attenuator setting
changed during the silent interval between stimuli. When
button was pressed, sound presentation continued with
any change. The initial step size was 5 dB. After two tu
points it was reduced to 3 dB, and after two more turnpoi
to 1 dB. Subjects were encouraged to bracket the poin
equal loudness several times, i.e., to go from ‘‘sound X
louder’’ to ‘‘sound Y is louder,’’ before making their fina

x-

to
ss-

.
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adjustment. To indicate that they were satisfied with th
match, they pressed a button underneath a green LED, w
stopped the run. The variable level at this point was taken
the matching level. This ‘‘satisfied’’ button press was on
accepted after the final step size was reached. If it w
pressed earlier, sound presentation continued without
change. In order to balance bias effects, eight matches w
done varying sound X in level, and eight matches vary
sound Y. In addition, for four of these eight matches t
variable-level sound was presented with the first LED, a
for the other four matches it was presented together with
second LED. No feedback was provided.

For a given F0, the same subjects ran in all conditio
Half of the subjects started with the masking noise pres
and half without the noise. The conditions were presente
a counterbalanced order. Within a given condition, wh
was determined by the specific combination of the t
sounds, the identity of the fixed stimulus, and the order of
two sounds, the level of the fixed stimulus was chosen r
domly from the range of fixed levels to be tested. One ma
was obtained for each condition and level in turn before
ditional measurements were obtained in any other condit
To familiarize subjects with the procedure and equipme
they participated in one loudness match for each condi
before the experiment proper commenced.

3. Subjects

For the 62.5-Hz F0, six subjects participated in all co
ditions. For the 250-Hz F0, five subjects participated in
conditions, three of whom also took part in the 62.5-Hz
conditions. Their ages ranged from 20 to 50 years, and t
quiet thresholds were better than 15 dB HL at audiome
frequencies between 500 and 5000 Hz.

B. Results

Figures 2 and 3 show the mean results for the 62.5
F0 and the 250-Hz F0, respectively. The left and right c
umns give the results without and with masking noise,
spectively. The first, second, and third rows show the res
from the three stimulus pairs, i.e., noise vs. CPH tone, R
vs. CPH tone, and noise vs. RPH tone. The difference
tween the overall rms levels of the two stimuli at the point
equal loudness is plotted as a function of the level of
fixed stimulus; the direction of the difference is indicated
each panel. For example, the upper row shows the leve
the noise minus the level of the CPH complex. Results
plotted separately for the case when X was varied in le
and when Y was varied in level. For example, in the up
row, the open circles indicate the difference in level f
matches when the CPH tone was fixed and the noise
varied, whereas the filled upward-pointing triangles show
difference when the CPH tone was varied. Each sym
shows the difference averaged across subjects and acros
two orders of presentation, and is thus based on 48 mat
for the 62.5-Hz F0, and on 40 matches for the 250-Hz
The error bars show the standard errors of the means ac
subjects. The solid lines show the mean for the two case
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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the variable sound. The dashed lines in the right-hand
umn illustrate predictions which will be discussed later.

1. 62.5-Hz F0

Consider the results for the 62.5-Hz F0 first~Fig. 2!. For
each fixed level, at the point of equal loudness, the no
level was greater than the CPH tone level@Fig. 2~a!#, the
RPH tone had a higher level than the CPH tone@Fig. 2~c!#,
and the noise had a higher level than the RPH tone@Fig.
2~e!#. These effects were strongest at medium to high lev
and there was a trend for them to be slightly reduced in
presence of the masking noise@Figs. 2~b!, ~d! and ~f!#. A
clear bias effect can be seen. At nearly all levels, listen
tended to set the level of the variable sound to a level hig
than that ‘‘required for equal loudness’’~as indicated by the
solid lines!. A similar bias effect has been observed in pr
vious studies on loudness matching~Stevens, 1956; Zwicker
et al., 1957!. The bias decreased with increasing level of t

FIG. 2. Loudness results~experiment 1! for F0562.5 Hz, averaged acros
six subjects. The left and right columns show results without and with
noise used to mask combination tones. Panels~a! and ~b! ~first row! show
results of loudness comparisons between the Gaussian noise and the
tone. The difference in level~noise minus CPH tone! at the point of equal
loudness is plotted. The open circles show results when the noise was v
in level; the filled upward-pointing triangles show results when the C
tone was varied. The solid line shows the average of the two cases. E
bars show the standard error of the mean across subjects. The dashe
shows the predictions of the loudness model described in Sec. II D. Pa
~c! and~d! show the results of loudness comparisons between the RPH
CPH tones. Panels~e! and ~f! show the results for loudness compariso
between the Gaussian noise and the RPH tone.
981Gockel et al.: Loudness and forward masking
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fixed stimulus, perhaps because subjects avoided adju
the variable sound to a high listening level. This ‘‘regress
effect’’ has also been observed previously~Stevens, 1956;
Stevens and Greenbaum, 1966; Stevens and Guirao, 19!.

Analyses of variance~ANOVAs! for repeated measure
were conducted on the data for the three stimulus pairi
separately. The mean value of the difference in level at
point of equal loudness for each individual subject in ea
condition was used as the input. Throughout this paper,
Huynh–Feldt correction was used when the condition
sphericity was not satisfied~see Howell, 1997!. The results
are summarized in Table I. The main effect of level w

FIG. 3. As Fig. 2, but for F05250 Hz.
982 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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significant for the noise vs CPH comparison and for the R
vs CPH comparison, but not for the RPH vs noise comp
son. The main effect of presence or absence of the mas
noise was significant only for the RPH vs CPH comparis
The main effect associated with which sound was varied w
significant for the noise vs CPH and noise vs RPH comp
sons, indicating that the bias was significant. The interac
between the identity of the varied sound and the fixed le
was significant for all three comparisons, reflecting the
duction of the bias with increasing level of the fixed stim
lus.

For the noise vs CPH comparison, the grand mean
significantly above zero (p,0.0012), indicating that, at the
point of equal loudness, the level of the noise was sign
cantly greater than that of the CPH tone. For all fixed lev
tested, the difference in matching level was significan
above zero (p,0.01 for all levels!. For the RPH vs CPH
comparison, the grand mean was also significantly ab
zero (p,0.003), indicating that, at the point of equal lou
ness, the level of the RPH tone was significantly greater t
that of the CPH tone. The difference between matching l
els was significantly above zero (p,0.05) for all but the
lowest fixed level tested. For the noise vs RPH comparis
the grand mean was also significantly above zerop
,0.05). As the ANOVA showed no effect of level for thi
comparison, nopost hoctests were performed.

2. 250-Hz F0

Next, consider the results for the 250-Hz F0~Fig. 3!.
The general pattern of the results was similar to that fou
for F0562.5 Hz, but the differences in level at the point
equal loudness were somewhat smaller. The results of
ANOVAs are summarized in Table I. The main effect of lev
was significant only for the RPH vs CPH comparison. T
main effect of presence or absence of the masking noise
not significant for any comparison. The main effect of ide
tity of the varied sound was also not significant for any co
parison. The interaction between the identity of the var
sound and the fixed level was significant only for the RPH
CPH comparison. The grand mean was significantly ab
zero (p,0.05) for all three comparisons, indicating diffe
ences in loudness at equal rms levels. Thus, as for
TABLE I. Results of three-way ANOVAs~identity of varied sound3masker3fixed level! on level differences
at the point of equal loudness measured in experiment 1. Only significant effects are listed.

F0562.5 Hz F05250 Hz

Noise vs CPH
Varied sound F(1,5)58.1, p,0.05 ¯

Fixed level F(5,25)59.6, p,0.001 ¯

Varied sound3fixed level F(5,25)511.1,p,0.001 ¯

RPH vs CPH
Masker F(1,5)517.1,p,0.01 ¯

Fixed level F(5,25)57.9, p,0.01 F(5,20)53.7, p,0.05
Varied sound3fixed level F(5,25)54.2, p,0.05 F(5,20)53.8, p,0.05

Noise vs RPH
Varied sound F(1,5)56.6, p,0.05 ¯

Varied sound3fixed level F(5,25)53.9, p,0.05 ¯
Gockel et al.: Loudness and forward masking
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62.5-Hz F0, the results indicate that at the point of eq
loudness, the level of the noise was above that of the C
and RPH tones and the level of the RPH tone was sign
cantly above that of the CPH tone.

C. Discussion

At equal rms level, the CPH tone sounded louder th
the noise or the RPH tone, and the RPH tone sounded lo
than the noise. This was true for both F0s, although, for
250-Hz F0, the effects were somewhat smaller than for
62.5-Hz F0. It is not surprising that the effects of compon
phase are larger for the lower F0, because the numbe
components interacting at the output of a given auditory fi
is four times greater. Thus, the envelope of the CPH t
with the lower F0 would exhibit greater modulation aft
auditory filtering than that of the CPH tone with the high
F0. The effects for the 62.5-Hz F0 were similar to those t
we reported previously~Gockel et al., 2002b!, although in
the former study the difference in loudness between R
tones and noise was not significant~although it was present!,
whereas in the present study the difference was signific
The noise designed to mask combination tones only redu
the size of the effects slightly at the lower F0, and had
significant effect at the higher F0. Therefore, while the
might be a small contribution of audible distortion produc
to the observed loudness differences, this cannot be the m
factor involved. The effects of component phase on loudn
were clear and statistically significant, but the direction
the effects was opposite to what would be predicted fr
BM compression. The CPH tones, the sounds with
greater crest factor~both physically and in the waveform
evoked on the BM!, were judged as louder than the RP
tone and the noise, both of which have lower crest facto

The present results contrast with those of Carlyon a
Datta ~1997!. They found the loudness of a subset of co
ponents covering the mid range of a complex tone to
greater for an S2 complex than for an S1 complex. Their
complex tone had an F0 of 100 Hz, with components rang
from 200 to 2000 Hz, and the central subset of compone
whose loudness had to be judged ranged from 900 to 1
Hz. Thus, the 400-Hz bandwidth of the central subset
components was relatively small compared to that of
stimuli. Their results are consistent with the finding me
tioned in the Introduction, that for narrowband sounds, a
plitude modulation at medium rates~10–100 Hz! reduces
loudness slightly, relative to that of the unmodulated sou
~Zhang and Zeng, 1997; Mooreet al., 1998, 1999; Grimm
et al., 2002!.

Our own results are also in the same direction as
findings mentioned in the Introduction; for broadba
sounds, amplitude modulation at medium rates slightly
creases loudness relative to that of the unmodulated so
~Zhang and Zeng, 1997; Mooreet al., 1999; Grimmet al.,
2002!. However, the present effect is larger than the 1–2-
difference usually observed, especially for the lower F
Since most earlier studies used sinusoidal amplitude mo
lation, one possible reason for the larger effect with the c
rent stimuli might be the relatively large crest factor of o
CPH stimuli; it was 12.4 for the 62.5-Hz F0 and 5.0 for t
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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250-Hz F0~of course, the crest factor on the BM would b
different from this!. For broadband sounds, it appears tha
large crest factor can lead to an increase in loudness. H
ever, the loudness does not correspond to the peak valu
the ~physical! waveform. For the 62.5 Hz-F0, the peak valu
of the CPH wave is about four times greater than the p
value of the RPH wave. This corresponds to about a 12
difference in level, which is much larger than the observ
level differences at the point of equal loudness.

Another factor which might have influenced our resu
is the fact that our CPH stimuli had a strong and distin
pitch corresponding to the F0~Schouten, 1940, 1970!. In
contrast, for a high-frequency sinusoidal carrier modulate
a low rate, the pitch corresponding to the modulation rate
weak or absent~Ritsma, 1962; de Boer, 1976!. Possibly, the
existence of a strong residue pitch might increase the lo
ness of a sound relative to one with the same power spec
but a weak or absent pitch. As the pitch of our CPH ton
was stronger than that of the RPH tones~Lundeen and Small,
1984; Patterson, 1987; Robertset al., 2002!, especially for
the lower F0~Warren and Bashford, 1981!, this might have
contributed to the differences in loudness at equal rms le
A problem with this account is that the subjective differen
in pitch strength between the RPH tone and noise was la
than the difference in pitch strength between the CPH
RPH tones, but the mean difference in level at the point
equal loudness was larger for the latter pair of sounds. H
ever, loudness might be a nonlinear function of pit
strength, growing rapidly with increasing pitch strength.

A third factor which might have contributed to our re
sults is related to the annoyance of sounds. The CPH to
would have had a greater roughness than the RPH tone
the noise~Terhardt, 1974; Hellman, 1985; Zwicker and Fas
1999! and this might have led to greater annoyance of
CPH stimuli, and an effect on loudness. Subjects were
structed to judge loudness and ignore all other factors
they were not specifically instructed to ignore annoyan
However, it is unlikely that annoyance is the only fact
influencing the effects of phase on loudness. First, sev
experienced listeners~including the authors!, who knew
about the difference between annoyance and loudn
judged the CPH stimuli to be louder than the RPH or no
stimuli at equal rms level. Second, the perceived roughn
for a modulation rate of 250 Hz is substantially lower th
for a modulation rate of 62.5 Hz~Zwicker and Fastl, 1999!.
The CPH and RPH stimuli with F05250 Hz did not appear
to differ from each other or from the noise in roughne
Thus, annoyance due to roughness is unlikely to have in
enced the loudness matches for the 250-Hz F0, but effec
phase on loudness were observed.

D. Model predictions

Models of loudness perception for steady sounds ge
ally ignore the phase spectrum of the sound~Zwicker and
Scharf, 1965; Zwickeret al., 1984; Mooreet al., 1997!, and
thus are unable to account for the present results. A m
recent model for fluctuating sounds described by Glasb
and Moore~2002! is based on the short-term spectrum of t
waveform and takes into account the effects of periphe
983Gockel et al.: Loudness and forward masking
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compression. This model predicts areductionin loudness of
the CPH complex relative to that of the RPH complex or
noise by about 5 to 6 phons for the 62.5-Hz F0 at medi
levels. For the 250-Hz F0 a difference of about 1 phon in
same direction is predicted. For both F0s, no difference
loudness is predicted between the RPH tone and the n
Thus, the model fails to account for our results. It is not cl
whether other models for the loudness of fluctuating sou
~Zwicker, 1977; Fastl, 1993; Chalupper and Fastl, 20
Grimm et al., 2002! would do any better.

In what follows, we describe a model which correct
predicts the direction of the observed loudness differen
between CPH tones and RPH tones or noise. However,
magnitudes of the effects are not accurately predicted fo
conditions. The modeling was performed with the AM
DSAM software package1 and MATLAB.

The waveforms of the sounds used in our experim
were used as input to the model. The sampling rate was
kHz. The input level was varied over a wide range in 1-
steps for each waveform. The first stage of the model is
FIR filter which simulates the combined outer and middle
response as specified in Glasberg and Moore~2002!, except
that here, as our headphones had a diffuse-field respons
used a diffuse-field correction instead of the correction
frontal free-field sound incidence. The next stage was a d
resonance nonlinear filterbank~Lopez-Poveda and Meddis
2001! that simulates the nonlinear response of the BM
different points. We used 30 filters with characteristic fr
quency~CF! varying between 40 Hz and 10 kHz. The CF
were spaced according to Greenwood’s~1990! frequency-
place map for humans. The filter bank takes stapes motio
input, which is a linear function of the sound pressure. T
output is BM velocity. The remaining stages are calculated
parallel for the 30 filter outputs. The BM velocity is lowpa
filtered to simulate the displacement of the inner hair c
stereocilia, according to Eq.~1! in Sumneret al. ~2002!. The
stereocilia response is converted into a receptor potentia
cording to Eqs.~2! and~3! in Sumneret al. ~2002!. Then, the
receptor potential is converted into auditory nerve~AN!
spike probability~with parameters according to Table II o
Sumner et al.!. This latter stage has three parallel par
which generate the spike probabilities for high-, medium
and low-spontaneous rate fibers, respectively. Each of
three spike probabilities is converted into a stream of spik
each of which is the sum of the spike activity for a popu
tion of fibers; 60, 25, and 15 fibers were used for the hig
medium-, and low-spontaneous rate fibers, respectively.
three streams of spikes were then added in each frequ
channel and the simulated AN activity was summed acr
all 30 channels. The result is an overall neural activity p
tern~NAP! for each sound as a function of time. All stages
this point were simulated with AMS/DSAM. The following
calculations were done in MATLAB.

For each waveform, various measures based on the N
were calculated. These measures were chosen as they
been suggested as correlates of loudness by previou
searchers. Call a given measure~e.g., the overall mean of th
NAP! M. For a given pair of sounds~e.g., CPH vs RPH with
F0562.5 Hz), we determined the difference in level requir
984 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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to give the same value ofM for the two sounds, for each
level of the fixed sound used in the experiment. IfM is
closely related to loudness, then the differences in leve
determined should match those obtained in the experime
the point of equal loudness. We tried to find a measure
which this was the case, as closely as possible, over a w
range of levels, for both F0s and for all pairs of sounds t
were compared. The spike generation process in the mod
stochastic and so we averaged across simulations to pro
stable response values. For the CPH stimulus, ten N
were calculated for each input level. For each of the
NAPs, the measures were calculated individually and th
averaged. The measures which will be discussed are
based on this averaging process. For the RPH and the n
stimuli, three NAPs were calculated for each input level
each of the ten different waveforms used in the experime
and the measures were calculated for each of them indiv
ally. The measures which will be discussed are the avera
across the 30 values.

The first measures considered were the maximum va
in the NAP, the average value of the NAP, the mean value
all peaks in the NAP, and the mean value of all peaks ab
the 80th percentile. Measures comparable to these have
used previously to model the loudness of steady and flu
ating sounds~Fastl, 1977; Zwicker, 1977; Howes, 1979
Fastl, 1993; Zwicker and Fastl, 1999!. For inputs with equal
rms values, the mean of the NAP for the CPH tone w
below that for the RPH tone or the noise. This was true
all input levels, though the amount of the difference varied
a function of level. Thus, this measure would predict an
fect on loudness in the opposite direction to that found. T
indicates that, contrary to what is often assumed, loudnes
not directly related to the overall activity in the audito
nerve. The two measures involving peaks in the NAP a
predicted an effect in the wrong direction. The meas
based on the single largest value in the NAP, which occur
close to the onset of the response, did predict an effect in
right direction. However, this is unlikely to be the basis f
loudness judgments, since loudness increases with dura
up to 200 ms~Scharf, 1978; Florentineet al., 1996!, and the
size of the predicted effect was much too large.

The above measures were derived directly from the r
NAP and they do not reflect the fact that the NAP of the CP
stimulus is clearly periodic; it looks like a saw-tooth functio
with a period corresponding to 1/F0. Moreover, perceiv
loudness is presumably based on some form of running
erage of the NAP. To accommodate these factors, we ex
ined the effect of asymmetric temporal smoothing of t
NAP, using an operation resembling the calculation of g
in an automatic gain control system with different attack a
release times. The operation is similar to the one used
Glasberg and Moore~2002! to determine short-term loudnes
from what they called ‘‘instantaneous loudness’’~which was
assumed not to be directly accessible for conscious proc
ing!. The temporal smoothing of the NAP was done in t
following way. We define SMn as the smoothed NAP at th
nth sample point, and NAPn as the raw NAP at thenth
sample point.

If NAPn.SMn21 ~corresponding to an attack!, then
Gockel et al.: Loudness and forward masking
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SMn5aNAPn1~12a!SMn21 , ~1!

wherea is a constant related to the attack time,Ta ~in ms!:

a512e1/~Fs•Ta! ~2!

with Fs corresponding to the number of samples per ms~50
in this case!.

If NAPn,SMn21 ~corresponding to a release!, then

SMn5rNAPn1~12r !SMn21 , ~3!

wherer is a constant related to the release time,Tr ~in ms!:

r 512e1/~Fs•Tr !. ~4!

Based on the smoothed NAPs, the same measures
calculated as before. The mean across the smoothed N
gave predictions in the right direction. The attack and rele
times that produced the best fits to our data were 3.1
49.49 ms, respectively. The release time happens to be i
tical to the one chosen by Glasberg and Moore~2002!, while
the attack time is about one-seventh of their value. The p
dictions obtained with these values are plotted as das
lines in the right-hand columns of Figs. 2 and 3. For loudn
matches involving the CPH tone at medium levels, the p
dicted effect is larger than the obtained effect for the low F
but it is smaller than the obtained effect for the higher F0.
predictions are plotted for a fixed input level of 80 dB SP
for the CPH tone. The reason is that, for input levels ab
about 80 dB SPL, the smoothed~and the raw! NAP statistics
of the RPH tone and the noise hardly increased with incre
ing level; to get the same mean value as for the CPH to
the level of the RPH tone had to be about 40 dB above
of the CPH tone. This may reflect neural saturation in
model, perhaps resulting from inadequate numbers of fib
or insufficient dynamic range in the fibers with low spon
neous rates. For loudness matches between RPH tones
noise, the model failed to explain the effect observed w
the lower F0; for the higher F0, there was a small effect
the right direction. The predicted effect for the higher
does not seem to be a consequence of the temporal sm
ing, since there was a similar effect with the ‘‘raw’’~un-
smoothed! NAPs.

In summary, a model based on the ‘‘raw’’~unsmoothed!
NAPs produced results opposite in direction to the obser
effects. This indicates that, contrary to what is often
sumed, loudness is not directly related to the overall activ
in the auditory nerve. A similar conclusion has been reac
by Relkin and Doucet~1997!. However, a model based o
NAPs smoothed with a fast attack and slow release produ
results in qualitative agreement with the data.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

The second experiment was designed to test whethe
effectiveness of our stimuli as forward maskers would refl
their loudness, i.e., whether the CPH tone would be a m
effective forward masker than the RPH tone and the noise
simultaneous masking, using the same complex tones a
the present study, Gockelet al. ~2002a! found that the CPH
tone was a less efficient masker of a noise signal than
RPH tone for F0562.5 Hz, while the opposite was true fo
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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F05250 Hz. This was explained in terms of the tempo
structure of the stimuli, which allows ‘‘listening in the dips
for the lower F0. Such listening in the dips is usually a
sumed to be irrelevant in forward masking, since the amo
of forward masking reflects the average excitation or neu
activity evoked by the masker over a relatively long tim
period~Zwicker, 1977; Carlyon and Datta, 1997!. Therefore,
it is not obvious that the effects of masker component ph
will be the same for simultaneous masking and for forwa
masking. The question addressed here was whether
longer term activity evoked by the masker, as measured
forward masking, is directly related to loudness.

As mentioned in the Introduction, Carlyon and Dat
~1997! measured the forward masking produced by S1 and
S2 complexes and found that, at least for high masker l
els, the S1 complex~large peak factor on the BM! produced
less forward masking than the S2 complex~low peak factor
on the BM!. They interpreted this result in terms of the e
fects of fast-acting compression on the effective excitat
evoked by the complexes. Their results led us to expect
the CPH tone would be a less effective forward masker t
the RPH tone or noise, despite the greater loudness of
CPH tone.

A. Method

1. Stimuli

The signal was a 20-ms sinusoid with a frequency
702, 1114, 1768, 2806, or 4454 Hz. The middle frequen
1768 Hz, corresponded to the geometric mean of the
quency range covered by the forward masker, which
tended from 625 to 5000 Hz; the other signal frequenc
were offset by two semitones, and ten semitones, res
tively, from the lower and upper end of the masker’s fr
quency range. The signal had 10-ms, raised-cosine onse
offset ramps and no steady-state portion; it followed
masker without a silent gap.

Three stimuli were used as forward maskers: the C
and RPH tones with an F0 of 62.5 Hz, and the Gauss
noise. They were filtered in the same way as in experimen
Their duration was 208 ms~corresponding to 13 periods!,
including 10-ms raised-cosine onset and offset ramps. To
whether there was an effect of time elapsed between the
peak in the masker waveform and the onset of the signal,
CPH masker began at two different points in its 16-ms
riod; either 0 or 12 ms after the first peak~conditions CPH 0
and CPH 12, respectively!. To measure level dependence a
to allow differences in masker effectiveness to be expres
as differences in effective masker level~Houtgast, 1974;
Moore and Glasberg, 1983!, the masker was presented at 3
50, 68, 77, and 85 dB SPL. If compression plays a ma
role, then its effects should be most obvious at medium
high levels, and less clear or absent at low levels. T
method of stimulus generation and the equipment were
same as for experiment 1.

2. Procedure

A two-interval two-alternative forced-choice task wa
used. The forward masker was presented in both interv
which were marked by lights and separated by 300 ms
985Gockel et al.: Loudness and forward masking



riangles,
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FIG. 4. Forward masking results~experiment 2!, averaged across six subjects, as a function of masker level. The asterisks, squares, upward-pointing t
and downward-pointing triangles indicate results for the noise, the RPH tone, the CPH tone with 0-ms offset in the period, and the CPH tone with 12fset
in the period, respectively. The five panels show the results for the five different signal frequencies, as indicated in each panel.
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silence. The subject was required to indicate which inter
contained the signal. Feedback was provided following e
response. The level of the signal was adjusted using a th
down one-up adaptive rule~Levitt, 1971! tracking 79% cor-
rect responses. At the beginning of each threshold meas
ment, the signal level was 10 dB above that of the mas
except for the lowest masker level, where it was 20 dB ab
the level of the masker. Initially, the signal level was i
creased or decreased in 8-dB steps. Following two rever
the step size was reduced to 4 dB, and following two m
reversals, it was reduced to 2 dB. Eight reversals were
tained with this final step size. The threshold was defined
the mean of the signal levels at the last eight reversals.

At least three threshold estimates were obtained for e
condition from each subject. If the thresholds for a giv
subject and condition varied by more than 6 dB, two ad
tional threshold estimates were obtained. The thresholds
ported correspond to the mean of these three to five e
mates, for each condition and subject. The total duration
single session was about 2 h, including rest times. Fo
given signal frequency, one threshold was collected for e
condition before the signal frequency was changed. With
block with fixed signal frequency, one threshold was c
lected for each of the four maskers before the masker le
was changed. Within the four runs at a given level, the id
tity of the masker was chosen randomly. The masker le
was changed in either ascending or descending order
tween groups of four runs, in order to avoid having a r
with a high-level masker immediately before a run with
low-level masker. The direction of level change was rever
when the next thresholds were collected for this signal
quency. The order of signal frequencies was counterbalan
across subjects. One threshold was obtained for each co
tion in turn, before additional measurements were obtai
in any other condition. Subjects participated in at least o
threshold measurement in each condition before data co
tion proper commenced. This took approximately 8 h. So
of the subjects showed strong learning effects, in which c
their second threshold measurement in each condition
regarded as an additional practice run and the experim
proper started after that.

Absolute thresholds for each signal were measured a
the main experiment was completed, using the same th
986 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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down one-up procedure as before. Four threshold estim
were obtained for each signal and each subject.

3. Subjects

Six subjects participated in all conditions, two of who
had substantial experience in other psychoacoustic exp
ments. One of them was the first author, and one of them
a musician. Their ages ranged from 18 to 41 years, and
all had normal hearing at audiometric frequencies betw
500 and 4000 Hz.

B. Results

Figure 4 shows the masking produced by each maske
a function of masker level. Each panel shows results a
aged across the six subjects for one signal frequency.
RPH tone~squares! and the noise~asterisks! produced simi-
lar amounts of masking, increasing at a steady rate fr
about 5 to between 27 and 36 dB with increasing mas
level; the size of the increase depended on the signal
quency. The two CPH maskers~upward and inverted tri-
angles! produced far less masking than the RPH tone
noise. The amount of masking increased from about 3
between 14 and 23 dB with increasing masker level. The
of increase depended on signal frequency and masker le
In summary, the CPH tones produced far less forward ma
ing than the RPH tone or the noise, despite the fact that t
were clearly louder.

To assess the statistical significance of these effect
three-way ANOVA ~masker identity3signal frequency
3masker level! for repeated measures was conducted on
amount of masking. The main effect of masker identity w
highly significant@F(3,15)5330.6,p,0.001#, as were the
main effects of signal frequency@F(4,20)57.2,p,0.001#
and of level@F(4,20)5280.4,p,0.001#. There was also a
significant interaction between masker identity and sig
frequency @F(12,60)53.4,p,0.05#, indicating that the
relative amount of masking produced by the differe
maskers depended on the signal frequency. The interac
between level and signal frequency was highly signific
@F(16,80)511.6,p,0.001#, indicating that the increase in
amount of masking with level depended on signal frequen
Furthermore, the interaction between masker identity a
masker level was highly significant@F(12,60)581.6,p
Gockel et al.: Loudness and forward masking



and no
ent mask
FIG. 5. Mean amount of forward masking, plotted as a function of the frequency of the signal. The asterisks show results averaged for the RPH-toneise
maskers; the upward-pointing triangles show results averaged for the two CPH-tone maskers. The five panels show the results for the five differer
levels, as indicated in each panel.
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,0.001#, showing that the increase in amount of maski
with increasing level differed across maskers. Finally,
three-way interaction was significant@F(48,240)52.9,p
50.001#.

Post hocpaired comparisons based on Fisher’s least
nificant difference procedure were made across the diffe
masker conditions. As they showed no significant differen
between the RPH tone and noise masker, the data were
eraged across these two masker conditions for subseq
analyses. Averaged across level and signal frequency,
amount of masking produced by the CPH 0 masker~10.1 dB!
was slightly smaller than that produced by the CPH
masker~11.1 dB!. Thus, the time between the last envelo
peak in the masker’s waveform and the beginning of
signal, being shorter for the CPH 12 condition, did have
small but significant effect (p,0.001). The fact that the dif
ference was very small is consistent with the idea that
ward masking depends upon the average effect of the ma
over a relatively long time interval. Since thresholds for t
CPH 0 and CPH 12 maskers were almost the same, the
for these two conditions were averaged for subsequent an
ses.

To enable comparison of the masking effects across
different signal frequencies, Fig. 5 shows the amount
masking, averaged across RPH tone and noise maskers~as-
terisks!, and averaged across the two CPH tone mask
~upward-pointing triangles! as a function of signal fre-
quency; each panel shows the data for one masker le
Even for the lowest masker level of 30 dB SPL~left-most
panel!, the amount of masking produced by the RPH to
and noise masker was higher than for the CPH tone mask
albeit only by about 2 dB. This difference was, howev
significant; a two-way ANOVA (masker identity
3signal frequency) for the masker level of 30 dB SP
showed a highly significant main effect of masker ident
@F(1,5)5112.9, p,0.001#. The interaction between
masker identity and signal frequency was also signific
@F(4,20)56.1, p,0.01#. With increasing masker leve
~from left to right panels! the difference in masking betwee
the RPH/noise masker and the CPH maskers increased m
edly. At the highest masker level of 85 dB SPL, the RPH a
noise masker produced about 32 dB of masking~averaged
across signal frequency!, while the CPH maskers produce
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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about 17.8 dB of masking. The effect of masker identity w
largest at 77 and 85 dB SPL for the signal frequencies
1114 and 2806 Hz~the frequencies adjacent to the cen
frequency!, amounting to 16–18 dB.

For the CPH masker, the masking pattern became m
bowl shaped with increasing masker level, i.e., at high lev
the amount of masking was greater for the outermost sig
frequencies than for the three mid-frequency signals. For
RPH tone and the noise masker, it was a bent V-shaped
tern, with a clear minimum at the center frequency and
‘‘bump’’ at 2806 Hz. The increased masking at 2806 Hz m
be related to the peak in the response of the headph
around 3000 Hz. This peak is reflected in the long-term
citation pattern of the masker, as shown in Fig. 1~a! of
Gockelet al. ~2002a!. Perhaps this peak was enhanced b
release from lateral suppression leading to increased forw
masking~Houtgast, 1974; Moore and Glasberg, 1983!. If this
is the case, it remains unclear why no ‘‘bump’’ occurred f
the CPH stimuli. See below for further discussion of t
effects of suppression.

To express the differences in amount of masking as
ferences in effective level of the maskers~Houtgast, 1974;
Moore and Glasberg, 1983!, we estimated the increase i
level of the CPH masker necessary for it to produce the sa
amount of masking as the RPH tone and noise masker,
the four higher levels of the CPH masker. The estimates w
based on interpolation, using the short line segments c
necting the data for adjacent masker levels, as in Fig
Figure 6 shows these increases plotted as a function of
level of the CPH masker, with signal frequency as parame
The CPH masker had to have a level up to 35 dB above
level of the RPH or noise masker to produce equal mask
For all levels except the lowest, the necessary increas
CPH masker level was greatest for the 2806-Hz signal
quency. The second largest difference occurred for
1114-Hz signal frequency. This is a consequence of
V-shaped masking pattern for the RPH and noise mask
and the bowl-shaped masking pattern of the CPH mask
So, interestingly, the effectiveness of the CPH maskers
reduced most relative to that of the RPH or noise masker
the two signal frequencies adjacent to the center freque
rather than at the center frequency.
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C. Discussion

The results of the forward-masking experiment are c
sistent with those of Carlyon and Datta~1997! indicating that
stimuli evoking waveforms with a large crest factor on t
BM ~S1 or CPH tones! are less effective forward maske
than stimuli evoking waveforms with small crest factors~S2
or RPH tones and noise!. Carlyon and Datta explained thi
effect in terms of fast-acting compression on the BM, wh
would result in lower average excitation for waveforms w
large peak factors. However, it is remarkable that the diff
ences in effective level of the CPH and RPH maskers co
be as much as 35 dB. It is difficult to conceive how such
large effect could be explained in terms of BM compress
alone.

To see why this is so, consider a hypothetical exam
In what follows, for simplicity, we consider only the enve
lopes of the hypothetical signals, but the arguments would
similar if the waveforms were considered. Assume tha
signal has an envelope that is very peaky: the envelope
sists of low-amplitude portions (amplitude50.01 units) last-
ing 0.99 time units, and brief high-amplitude portio
(amplitude51 unit) lasting 0.01 time units. The rms value
the envelope is 0.10049 units and the crest factor of
envelope is 9.95. This signal is compared with a signal
constant envelope amplitude and the same rms value.
sume that each of these two signals is passed throug
instantaneous compressor with a compression ratio of 3
the whole range of input amplitudes and which applies a g
of unity ~0 dB! when the input envelope amplitude is on
unit. Following compression, the low-amplitude portions
the first signal have an amplitude of 0.215, the peak am
tude stays the same~unity!, and the rms value of the enve
lope becomes 0.236. For the second signal, the~constant!
envelope amplitude is increased to 0.465. To equate the
output values of the two signals~allowing for the compres-
sion ratio of 3!, the input level of the peaky stimulus woul
have to be increased by 17.7 dB. This is about one-half of

FIG. 6. Differences in effective level of the forward maskers. The differe
in level of the CPH maskers and the RPH/noise maskers at the point w
they produced an equal amount of forward masking is plotted as a func
of the level of the CPH maskers. The five curves correspond to the
different signal frequencies, as indicated in the legend.
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largest difference in effective masker level inferred from t
forward masking data. The required change in input le
needed to equate the output levels of the two stimuli wo
be somewhat larger if the compression ratio were higher.
example, a compression ratio of 5 would lead to a requi
change in input level of the peaky signal of 18.9 dB. W
conclude that it is unlikely that the differences in effecti
level of our maskers inferred from the forward masking d
can be accounted for solely by the effects of fast-acting co
pression on the BM.

It is possible that suppression has a strong influence
the masking produced by broadband CPH maskers, as
in the present experiments. When the masker evokes a hi
peaky waveform on the BM, and the peaks are appro
mately synchronous at the outputs of different auditory
ters, the peaks at the outputs of filters tuned away from
signal frequency may suppress peaks at the output of
on-frequency filter, and this may reduce the forward mask
produced by the peaks. Also, if the masker dips are sync
nous across channels, then suppression will be weak du
the dips, as the strength of suppression depends partly
overall level ~Javel, 1981; Sellicket al., 1982; Recio and
Rhode, 2000!. If suppression is at its strongest when t
masker itself is at its highest short-term level, and is weak
when the masker is at its lowest short-term level, this co
produce a strong reduction of the effective level of a pea
masker, and thus contribute to differences in effectivenes
the CPH tones and RPH tones/noise as forward masker

Suppression within a broadband sound occurs both fr
low frequencies towards higher ones and vice versa,
though the former effect occurs mainly for medium to hi
overall levels~Houtgast, 1974; Javel, 1981; Ruggeroet al.,
1992!. Suppression will be strongest in a given frequen
region when there is suppression from both lower and hig
regions, i.e., when the frequency is well within the spect
range of the sound. Towards the spectral edge of the so
there is effectively a release from suppression, which res
in enhancement of the edge~Houtgast, 1972, 1974!. This can
account for our finding that the amount of masking was m
for the signal frequencies towards the edge of the spec
range of the maskers than for the signal frequencies w
within that spectral range.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

At equal rms level, the CPH maskers clearly produc
less forward masking than the RPH or noise maskers, e
though the former were louder than the latter. Thus, the lo
ness of the stimuli and their effectiveness as forward mas
cannot be based on identical processes. It is generally
sumed that both the loudness of a sound and the effec
ness of that sound as a forward masker are related to
excitation evoked by the sound in the peripheral audit
system. Our results suggest that one or both of these ass
tions is incorrect.

The model based on neural activity patterns~NAPs!, in-
troduced in Sec. II D, was able to predict some aspects of
loudness-matching data. To achieve this, we assumed
loudness is based on the output of a smoothing process
plied to the NAP. The smoothing was implemented usin

e
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sliding temporal integrator analogous to an automatic g
control system, with a fast attack time and slower dec
time. Effectively, this system responds strongly to the pe
in the NAP evoked by the CPH tone, thus increasing
overall response to that tone relative to the response evo
by the RPH tone or noise.

It is usually assumed that forward masking is related
the excitation or neural activity evoked by the masker, av
aged or smoothed over a time interval of a few tens of m
liseconds~Zwicker, 1977; Carlyon and Datta, 1997; Zwick
and Fastl, 1999!. In fact, forward masking is often modele
using the concept of a sliding temporal integrator or wind
~Mooreet al., 1988; Plack and Moore, 1990; Moore and O
enham, 1998; Plack and Oxenham, 1998!. The temporal in-
tegrator in these models is asymmetric in time, but is usu
assumed to be linear. Such models can correctly predict
CPH stimuli produce less forward masking than RPH
noise stimuli, provided that they include a compressive n
linearity prior to the temporal integrator. However, a line
temporal integrator would not account for our loudness d
To model these data, we had to assume a nonlinear smo
ing process, which behaves differently depending on whe
the momentary input is increasing or decreasing. T
mechanism emphasizes the peaks in the input~in our model
the peaks in the NAP!, and this leads to a greater output f
the CPH than for the RPH or noise stimuli.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In experiment 1, we obtained loudness matches betw
complex tones with components added in cosine ph
~CPH! and random phase~RPH!, and between those comple
tones and noise. Two fundamental frequencies~F0s! were
used: 62.5 and 250 Hz. The stimuli were bandpass filtere
that only unresolved harmonics were present for the ton
For a given F0, excitation patterns calculated from the po
spectrum were essentially identical for all stimuli. The r
sults showed the following.

~1! For a given overall level, the CPH tone was louder th
the RPH tone and the noise, and the RPH tone w
louder than the noise. At the point of equal loudness,
level of the noise was greater than that of the CPH to
by up to 7 dB.

~2! The effects were greatest for medium to high levels.
~3! The effects were only slightly reduced by the addition

a background noise intended to mask combination ton
~4! The effects were greater for F0562.5 Hz than for F0

5250 Hz.

The general pattern of the results could be accounted
using a model based on simulated neural activity patte
~NAPs!, using a temporal smoothing mechanism resemb
the operation of an automatic gain control system with a
attack time and slow decay time. However, the model fai
to predict the observed difference in loudness of the RP
tone and noise for F0562.5 Hz.

Experiment 2 compared the effectiveness of the sa
sounds (F0562.5 Hz only! as forward maskers, using se
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 2, August 2003
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eral signal frequencies within the spectral range of
maskers. The results showed the following.

~1! The noise and RPH tone produced similar amounts
forward masking and both produced more masking th
the CPH tone.

~2! The results were only slightly affected by the time du
ing the period of the CPH masker when that masker w
turned off.

~3! The rate of growth of forward masking was marked
greater for the noise and RPH tone than for the C
tone.

~4! For high masker levels, the amount of masking w
greater for signal frequencies close to the spectral ed
of the masker than for signal frequencies well within t
spectral range of the masker.

~5! For high masker levels, the CPH masker needed to h
a level as much as 35 dB above that of the RPH or no
maskers to produce equal amounts of masking.

Taken together, the results of the two experiments in
cate that, for a given overall level, peaky sounds~CPH tones!
are louder and produce less forward masking than less pe
sounds~RPH tones or noise!. Thus, it cannot be the case th
loudness and forward masking are determined by the s
peripheral processes, such as the level of excitation or ne
activity. We suggest that the representation of these sound
the auditory system may be affected by at least two p
cesses: fast-acting cochlear compression and suppressio
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